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THIS MONTHS
UPDATE
BY THE EDITOR

How the legacy of Covid-19 will lead to long-term positive changes for future
working practices and behaviours
From recessions to tsunamis businesses across the
globe are used to preparing for interruptions Whilst
many of us contained in our homes potentially for
months attempt to adapt to the dramatic and
unparalleled impact that the pandemic is having on
both our professional and personal lives it s worth
considering how some of this influence will evolve
into lasting changes
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Of course no one knows exactly what the future
holds but we can try and predict what adaptations
are temporary and what aspects will mark a long
term shift in working practices and behaviours as we
currently know them From every crisis there will be
positives And Covid 19 is no different
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Already we are seeing a fresh respect and increased
resources for our health services bolstered
technology and an abundance of support a
majority complimentary from businesses and
communities coming together to support one
another In some ways it s quite humbling
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In the not so distant future global governments and
business leaders will turn to address the phenomenal
impact Covid 19 has had with a common vision of
getting things back to normal as quickly as possible
but following several months practicing new codes of
conduct will we want everything as it once was
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The Game
Changer
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Shopping on
Instagram for
Ecommerce
Businesses The
Benefits and How
It Works

Marks Spencer Heidi Klein and Mahabis
were among the first brands to try the
platform in a small beta trial with Instagram
Shopping having been in place in the US
since October 2017 Similar to regular posts
you can choose a photo tag the post with
products add filters and a caption and let
people browse and buy your products
&
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Instagram Shopping allows online retailers to
link to products on their own websites and list
particular pieces of product information such
as the price This is a much clearer vision
compared to the more traditional way of
selling goods on the platform notorious for
not having links in photo captions which was
where sellers would caption product photos
with link in bio Whereby the link in the
biography under the profile section at the top
of their page would link through to the
desired page in question
,

.

What’s shopping on Instagram all about?

,

Shopping on Instagram allows customers a
new way to engage and shop with your brand
It lets your Instagram page turn into a visual
storefront where Instagram users can browse
your product range without leaving the
platform
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Sellers can tag up to 5 products per image
post Multi image posts allow for 20 products
.
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When someone taps a tag on your post on
Instagram they will see
,

:

Image of the product
Product description
Price of product
Link to the website to purchase
What are the benefits of shopping on
Instagram?

Consider the following statistics on why
implementing shopping via your Instagram
business profile is worthwhile
:

800 million accounts actively used
worldwide each month
80 of users follow companies
60 of users get to know products via
Instagram
200 million accounts visit 1 or more
business profiles daily
%

%

Of course your own ecommerce storefront
should be the most important element in
ensuring this all works So make sure your
website is optimised for conversions for when
people click through from your Instagram
business profile
,
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HOW TO CREATE

AN ALL-STAR LINKED
PROFILE

Two of the most common goals for
business professionals are
either:Get a better job or move up in
their industry or Grow their
business. Being an All-Star helps get
you found and can be done by
completing seven components of
your profile. Let's dive into the AllStar world to make those goals
happen!
Achieving All-Star Status
There are five levels of status, from
least complete to highest
completion: Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert and All-Star.
Users with complete profiles are 40
times more likely to receive
opportunities through
LinkedIn.That is forty times more
likely to receive opportunities
including job offers, new clients,
new markets, new connections to
centers of influence and more.
For your profile to be considered
complete, there are seven criteria,
each to be completed in the most
impactful way.
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Profile Picture:Your photo should be
current showing you in a relaxed, inviting,
professional manner.
Headline:Think about this as a very short
introduction, add keywords and phrases
here that represent you and the value you
provide.
Experience:Your experience section will
need your current position and two prior
positions, all completed with supporting
information
Skills:For All-Star status, you must have at
least five skills listed. If you do not have a
skills section click Skills section under
profile summary at the top of your profile.
Summary:Your summary is your
introduction to you. This is your
opportunity to speak to your audience
directly, in a one-on-one conversation.
Location:These two areas simply tell
readers where you are located and in what
industry you operate.
Connections:For All-Star status, you need
at least 50 connections. Start by connecting
with professional contacts you know. Use
the search feature to search companies you
worked for to find former or current
employees on LinkedIn. Do the same for
the schools listed in your education section.

"Users with
complete profiles
are 40 times more
likely to receive
opportunities
through LinkedIn"
LISA K.
MCDONALD
3X CERTIFIED,
AWARD-WINNING
CAREER SUCCESS
COACH
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WHY WILL THE COVID-19
CRISIS BOOST DIGITAL
MARKETING IN THE FUTURE?
The coronavirus crisis may seem like a huge threat to businesses and jobs as well as health, but digital marketing
may in fact take a great leap forward as a result of Covid 19.
If ever there was a time for digital marketing to come to the
fore, it is now. Billboards that would usually have been seen by
thousands now stand beside empty streets, fewer people are
venturing out to get newspapers and nobody is holding events.
In the meantime, with so many more people online and for
longer, the chances of seeing ads on social media or interacting
with content marketing blogs are greater.There are some
obvious targets digital marketers can focus on, with many goods
in greater demand just now:
Social media – as this will be all-important for maintaining
links
Websites with sport-related content, which will be popular in
the absence of live sport
Emphasising ethics – firms that act ethically in retaining staff
and paying suppliers, or helping in other ways like supporting
food banks, will be able to highlight this in content marketing,
while some may suffer reputational damage for not doing so.
THE DIGITAL GUIDE

For many, using the internet more for shopping, keeping
in touch & other activities will have become something of
a habit.
It could well be that consumers emerge from the crisis
with some very different priorities, values and attitudes –
all of which could impact how they want to spend their
time and money.
For these reasons, it is important for marketers to
research how consumer habits are changing. The growth
of eCommerce and the use of the internet has already
been a major feature of life and economics, but this crisis
may serve to accelerate that growth.This means that the
importance of digital marketing – already crucial for
small firms that have seen traditional marketing bring
ever weaker returns on investment – will be even greater
during and after the Covid 19 crisis.
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W A Y S

G R O W

T O

Y O U R

B U S I N E S S
O N L I N E

1

Deliver High-Quality
Content

2

Be Mobile-Friendly

3

Integrate Social Media

4

5
6
7

2

Focus On Your Target
Audience

Deliver High-Quality
Content
Diversify Your Operation

Network with
Complementary Businesses
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